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1. Is Dark Matter made of PBHs?

2Carr & Kühnel, 2006.02838

Limits or clues:  a question of point of view

Hawking radiation Microlensing

Dynamical effects

Accretion Large scale structures

LIGO-Virgo       CMB

✓ Solar mass region excluded by several probes 
✓ No limit on asteroid-masses 
✓ If PBHs + WIMPs (or particle DM)                            

=> stronger limits, e.g. [Serpico+20] [Carr+20] 
[Byrnes+] [Boudaud+21]
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๏  Lot of uncertainties: astrophysical assumption  
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1. Is Dark Matter made of PBHs?

3

Observational Evidence for Primordial Black Holes

Figure 38. PBH mass function with peaks induced by the thermal history of the Universe (thick, dashed curve;
cf. Ref. [34]). Figure includes the same pieces of positive evidence for PBHs as in Fig. 1. Also included, as a
comparison, are various monochromatic constraints on fPBH(M) (light-shaded regions), taken from Ref. [371].

D. Comparing Evidence with Thermal-History Model

In Figs. 1 and 38, we have indicated the PBH mass and dark matter fraction required to explain the

various type of observational evidence discussed in this review. We now explain the derivation of these

regions in more detail, considering the lensing, dynamical and GW arguments in turn. However, just

as for PBH constraints, all these estimates are based on various assumptions and subject to significant

uncertainties. In particular PBH properties (such as mass function, clustering etc.) can modify the

di↵erent regions. Unless indicated otherwise, we assume a monochromatic PBH mass function.

PBH dark matter fraction from lensing evidence. We have estimated the PBH dark matter

fraction for six types of lensing evidence in the following way:

• For HSC, we have reinterpreted the limits of Ref. [96]. Instead of assuming no detection, we have

computed the 2� confidence intervals for fPBH assuming that one PBH microlensing event was

observed. The limit is identified with a band using simple Poisson statistics. All the assumptions

are therefore identical to those of Ref. [96].

• For OGLE, we show the 2� allowed region provided in Fig. 8 of Ref. [93], combining the OGLE

confidence region with the HSC exclusion region.

– 76/108 –

Limits or clues:  a question of point of view

✓ Many constraints are also possible evidence 
✓~20 possible observational evidence for PBHs 
✓ Most of them point to the stellar-mass region 
✓ Support for fPBH > 0.1 at solar-mass scale 
✓ Unified scenario possible

B. Carr, S.C., J. Garcìa-Bellido, M. Hawkins, F. Kühnel

arXiv:2306.03903
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Figure 38. PBH mass function with peaks induced by the thermal history of the Universe (thick, dashed curve;
cf. Ref. [34]). Figure includes the same pieces of positive evidence for PBHs as in Fig. 1. Also included, as a
comparison, are various monochromatic constraints on fPBH(M) (light-shaded regions), taken from Ref. [371].

D. Comparing Evidence with Thermal-History Model

In Figs. 1 and 38, we have indicated the PBH mass and dark matter fraction required to explain the

various type of observational evidence discussed in this review. We now explain the derivation of these

regions in more detail, considering the lensing, dynamical and GW arguments in turn. However, just

as for PBH constraints, all these estimates are based on various assumptions and subject to significant

uncertainties. In particular PBH properties (such as mass function, clustering etc.) can modify the

di↵erent regions. Unless indicated otherwise, we assume a monochromatic PBH mass function.

PBH dark matter fraction from lensing evidence. We have estimated the PBH dark matter

fraction for six types of lensing evidence in the following way:

• For HSC, we have reinterpreted the limits of Ref. [96]. Instead of assuming no detection, we have

computed the 2� confidence intervals for fPBH assuming that one PBH microlensing event was

observed. The limit is identified with a band using simple Poisson statistics. All the assumptions

are therefore identical to those of Ref. [96].

• For OGLE, we show the 2� allowed region provided in Fig. 8 of Ref. [93], combining the OGLE

confidence region with the HSC exclusion region.

– 76/108 –

Limits or clues:  a question of point of view

✓ Many constraints are also possible evidence 
✓~20 possible observational evidence for PBHs 
✓ Most of them point to the stellar-mass region 
✓ Support for fPBH > 0.1 at solar-mass scale 
✓ Unified scenario possible

๏  Lot of uncertainties, astrophysical assumptions 
๏  All of these observations can have a non-PBH 

origin  
๏  Limits and clues cohabit in the stellar-mass 

regions… 
๏  CMB distortion and PTA limits are a challenge, 

maybe pointing to fully non-Gaussian models

B. Carr, S.C., J. Garcìa-Bellido, M. Hawkins, F. Kühnel

arXiv:2306.03903

FEBHe 

(see Renee’s talk)



2. Do GWs come from PBHs?
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Intriguing features:
• Initially, black hole masses ~30 solar mass 
• Low effective spins 
• Black holes in pair-instability mass gap, with 

no sign of cut-off 
• Mergers with low mass ratios (ex: GW190814) 

and low primary component spin 
• Dynamical channel challenging (velocity 

kicks, mergers with similar masses, single black 
hole population…) 

• Subsolar-mass candidates (e.g. SSM200308)

Maybe all mergers come from PBHs ? 1 5 10 50 100
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5

Intriguing features:
• Initially, black hole masses ~30 solar mass 
• Low effective spins 
• Black holes in pair-instability mass gap, with 

no sign of cut-off 
• Mergers with low mass ratios (ex: GW190814) 

and low primary component spin 
• Dynamical channel challenging (velocity 

kicks, mergers with similar masses, single black 
hole population…) 

• Subsolar-mass candidates (e.g. SSM200308)

Maybe all mergers come from PBHs ?
Parameter estimation for SSM200308 


M. Prunier, SC et al, 2311.16085



https://www.quantamagazine.org/possible-detection-of-a-black-hole-so-big-it-should-not-exist-20190828/

LVK collaboration, 2009.01075

GW190521 (and a few others…)



2. Do GWs come from PBHs?
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Bayesian population analysis Based on rates and event distributions

• QCD features, for early binaries only: 
[Franciolini et al. 2022]                           
[Andrès-Carcasona et al. 2024]

• QCD features, for early binaries and 
late binaries: [Bagui, SC, Escriva 2022]                          


• [+ Jedamzik 2020], SC & Garcia-Bellido, 
Carr, SC, Garcia-Bellido, Kuhnel, others]



Outcome of binaries:


- Formation ?


- Merger ?


- Dirsrupted ?


- Member of a cluster ?


-  3-body interactions:   
perturbed or disrupted by 
a smaller ?



3. PBH binary formation



3. PBH binary formation
Early binaries: 

When two PBHs form 
sufficiently close to form 
a binary before matter-
radiation equality 
(exaggerated picture)
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Image credit:  Simon Biot

3. PBH binary formation
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PBH binary merger

Gravitational waves

Coalescence time:3. PBH binary formation
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3. PBH binary formation
Early binaries: 

When two PBHs form 
sufficiently close to form 
a binary before matter-
radiation equality 

Late binaries: 

When two PBHs meet in a 
cluster and dynamically 
form a binary

PBH cluster 

from seed or 
Poisson effect, from 
initial clustering



By matter 
inhomogeneities  

By nearby PBHs 
By PBH clusters 

4. PBH binary perturbations/dirsuption



4. Perturbation/disruption by nearby PBHs
Depends on the number of PBHs  in the « sphere of 
influence » of the binary

« Standard » prescription [Raidal et al. 2018] :                       
every binary with a nearby PBH is removed 
But probably becomes wrong for a very light perturber !     
What is the realistic value of  for a broad mass distribution ?  

N̄

N̄

fsup ⇡ 1.42


hm2

PBH
i/hmPBHi2

N̄

��21/74

e�N̄

<latexit sha1_base64="jAHdcf4H2h1gHsGH0uTEIaZ9Po8=">AAADVXicjVHdbtMwGP3SjrGNn3VwCRcW1RA3dEmoNC6ncbMr1El0m9S0leM5nTUnsRxnYoryDrzdtDcYL8AdEp9dVwIGAkdJjs93zrE/O1VSVCYMb4NOd+3B+sONza1Hj5883e7tPDupylozPmalLPVZSisuRcHHRhjJz5TmNE8lP00vP9j66RXXlSiLT+Za8WlOF4XIBKMGqXnvSzZvEp2TqlYtSahSuvxMosEwJonkmZmQJNOUNYmkxUJyki/Vo8OjdoYSvWT3yB/qq+osbpskpZp8tJRYXJjprHkbR3v7w5Y4NW+RIF4z7/XDQegGuQ8iD/rgx6js3UAC51ACgxpy4FCAQSyBQoXPBCIIQSE3hQY5jUi4OocWttBbo4qjgiJ7id8FziaeLXBuMyvnZriKxFejk8AuekrUacR2NeLqtUu27N+yG5dp93aN/9Rn5cgauED2X76V8n99thcDGbx3PQjsSTnGdsd8Su1Oxe6c/NSVwQSFnMXnWNeImXOuzpk4T+V6t2dLXf3OKS1r58xra/hqd4kXHP1+nffBSTyI3g3i42H/4NBf9Qa8gFfwBu9zHw7gCEYwxuxvwctgN3jduel8765115fSTuA9z+GX0d3+Afn7wQQ=</latexit>

N̄ ⇡ m1 +m2

hmPBHi
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~100%
~40%

f(M)
f(M)

Log-normal Broad - QCD features

N̄ � 1
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N̄ ⇡ 2
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If we strictly follow this prescription:  no early PBH binaries => no constrain from LIGO/Virgo ! 
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What is « hidden » under the kilt ?

? 
• Kill all perturbed binaries


• Subtle differences in 
calculation of :        
[Franciolini et al. 2022]


• Select a scalar spectral 
index that avoid too many 
light PBHs [Andrès-Carcasona 
et al. 2024]


• Include the merger rate of 
perturbed binaries but 
again, assumes a peaked 
distribution 
[Vaskonen+Veermäe 2019]

N̄

4. Perturbation/disruption by nearby PBHs

• Do like if you had a peak:
  [Bagui, SC., Escrivà, 2022]


Only consider perturbations by 
the peak of the PBHs


Neglect perturbations by 
intruders with   

N̄ = 2

m3 ≪ m1 + m2

fPBH . O(10�3)
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fPBH . O(0.1� 1)
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• Realistic case ?  
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• Realistic case ?  


• Quantification of the 
perturbation in the 
coalescence time:


• Mass condition for the 
intruder:


• Numerical simulation of 
synthetic PBH population

• Kill all perturbed binaries


• Subtle differences in 
calculation of :        
[Franciolini et al. 2022]


• Select a scalar spectral 
index that avoid too many 
light PBHs [Andrès-Carcasona 
et al. 2024]


• Include the merger rate of 
perturbed binaries but 
again, assumes a peaked 
distribution 
[Vaskonen+Veermäe 2019]

N̄

• Do like if you had a peak:
  [Bagui, SC., Escrivà, 2022]


Only consider perturbations by 
the peak of the PBHs


Neglect perturbations by 
intruders with   

N̄ = 2

m3 ≪ m1 + m2

fPBH . O(0.1� 1)
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New rate suppression factor for  fPBH = 1
4. Perturbation/disruption by nearby PBHs

𝛽 = 1 𝛽 → ∞

Early binaries become subdominant, except for subsolar-mass PBHs !

for N̄ = 2
for N̄ = 2
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Variance of matter 
inhomogeneities 
due to PBHs : 

But for broad mass 
distributions, one 
should also have 
primordial matter 
fluctuations with 

  σM = 𝒪(0.1)
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By nearby PBHs 

Takes into account the 
probability of cluster 
formation  and the PBH 
crossing time, for a 
peaked mass function  



4. PBH binary perturbations/dirsuption
Size  and mass  of clusters seeded 
by Poisson fluctuations, impacted by 
dynamical heating 

Broad mass function: 

 

A broad mass function with seeds of 
supermassive black holes 

 and  
lead to the same clustering than with 

 and   

In this case, the rate of stellar-mass early 
binaries should also be heavily 
suppressed by Poisson clusters 
Implications for the rate of late binaries…

rc Mc

fPBHmPBH ↔ fPBH⟨ f × mPBH⟩

mPBH ∼ 103M⊙ fPBH ∼ 3 × 10−3

mPBH ∼ 3M⊙ fPBH ∼ 1

B. Carr, S.C., J. Garcìa-Bellido, M. Hawkins, F. Kühnel arXiv:2306.03903
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5. Late binary formation

Bayesian population analysis of late binaries with 
GWPopulation, for a log-normal mass 
distribution.  Credit:  G. Poth 

O3 run volume sensitivity



5. Late binary formation

Bayesian population analysis of late binaries with 
GWPopulation, for a log-normal mass 
distribution.  Credit:  G. Poth 

But still uncertainties in the rates:  e.g. due to 
mass segregation (energy equipartition ?) 
cluster mass function and evolution…

O3 run volume sensitivity
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…are not like a Haggis

PBH merger rates… 



6. Conclusion:

…are not like a Haggis …but like a complex bagpipe

PBH merger rates… 
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6. Conclusion:
• LIGO/Virgo constraints on the PBH abundance are always obtained under some prescriptions and 

assumptions on their merger rates

• The « standard » rate prescriptions are valid for peaked mass distributions but become more complex   
for broad mass distributions

• The rate of early PBH binaries can be heavily suppressed due to perturbations by light PBHs when 
   fPBH > 0.1

• Possible additional suppressions from matter inhomogeneities and Poisson clusters 

• Late binaries formed in clusters may dominate the total merger rate

• The effect of mass segregation is still unclear

• Ongoing work:  Refined calculations, Bayesian population analysis, re-estimation of subsolar-mass rates…

• For some well-motivated mass distributions (QCD features), LIGO/Virgo do not exclude   fPBH = 1
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